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Dear Parents and Children,

This February was longer by a day, because of the leap year, but still, the month has passed so quickly, and
another newsletter is here.
In February, our Little Tigers and Fish learned about the human body. Children explored the human body
from head to toe. To top it up, our small doctors had a chance to meet a nurse, who came to visit us on
February 28th in the kindergarten. “A Nurse Act “was talking about health prevention, showed children how to
bandage different body parts, and taught them a lovely rhyme about healthy food. She also mentioned
important information about the children’s safety. At the end, children asked interesting questions about
medical treatments and talked about their experiences with seeing a doctor, vaccinations, among other things.
 
As it’s well known, a heart is not just a very important inner organ; it is also a symbol of love. On 14th of
February, we celebrated St. Valentine’s Day with a carnival. Children wearing pink, red, or white costumes
were seen everywhere. Also, a few superheroes took part in the carnival to save our hearts. Little Valentines
were dancing a special Valentine’s dance, playing fun games in pairs, and getting some hearty treats at the end. 

Love was felt in the air!

Little Tigers

WELCOME TO OUR KINDERGARTEN



!
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VALENTINE'S DAY WITH AN EXTRA SPRINKLE OF LOVE AND
LAUGHTER!
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NURSE! NURSE! OVER HERE!

EURO TRIP!

Our primary school had carefully prepared
a “European Day”. So, we went on a tour
around Europe, with a mission to learn,
taste some nice food and of course fill our
travelling passports of stamps!

We learned how to take care of our bodies “Okay nurse, since you are so nice!”

We tried all sorts of first-aid equipment and
got to know when and how to use it!



In JOLLY PHONICS this month:

We completed the 3rd group of sounds and kicked off the 4th group, incorporating double sounds.
Explored mimicking the sound of an inflatable fish deflating: “ffff” and practiced pre-reading
words like fox and fun.
Introduced the sound "b" by playing with balls and a bat, and identified other words with the
sound "b" such as bed, bell, and big.
Delved into our first double sound "ai" with a tale about plugged ears, understanding words like
rain, snail, and train.

A GLANCE INTO OUR CLASSROOMS
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:

Understand the vital organs in our bodies and their functions.
Explore winter sports and the Winter Olympic Games.
Improve English communication skills by learning vocabulary related to winter sports, gifts,
expressions of affection, and antonyms.
Promote physical activity among children and educate them on the benefits of an active
lifestyle.
Learn about the international celebration of "St. Valentine's" Day to celebrate love,
friendship, and compassion.

ROBOTS AND MICROSCOPES!

Otto's bag of tech tricks seems bottomless!
Picture this: a microscopic camera zooming in
on our skin, clothes, and toys, revealing mind-
blowing details. And hold onto your hats - tiny,
genius robots zipping around following our
doodled lines!
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Tigers
Songs: "Hrách a kroupy", "To je zlaté

posvícení",“I Made A Valentine For
You “, “Opposites Song“, “5 Senses“

Rhymes: “Rozcvička";"Můj
den",“This is BIG“ 

Fish
Songs: “Open-shut them 2 and 3”, ,

“Making a card for my Valentine”, “Ice
and fire”

Rhymes:, 
 “Co máme dvakrát”, “Hlava, ramena”

ARTS  & CRAFTS

A TASTE OF OUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE
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ART AND CRAFT

SONGS AND RHYMES

Tigers
Kostra pomocí lega a barvy

Lebka z papiru
Domalováni půlky mého obličeje

Valentine’s Card

Fish
Valentine’s hearts

Lego Organs
Hearty head-bands

Snowboarder’s Jump
Hand-made marionette

5 senses Teddy Bear

Do not interrupt me, I need to
get those teeth right! I fill my heart with lego

stamps! 

It’s movement is
mesmerizing! 

Was my face
always so nice

and symmetrical? 



JOLLYPHONICS TIME

Fishes know what’s the
sound of deflation...! 

Tigers are putting u-u-up their
umbrellas!

Turn the lights off,
we’re going to sleep! 
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Serving a big fruit jelly cake
 is no easy task!


